
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE CLEANING
WITHOUT AFFECTING THE 
SURFACE
Soda blasting is an effective, economical, environ mentally 
friendly and 100% water soluble method for cleaning,   
de-painting and degreasing substrates without  roughening 
the surface in any way (as with conventional abrasives).  
It will also not damage rotary- or hydraulic parts and leave 
no residue in engines, process installations etc.
As the –one time use - soda blasting media disintegrates 
completely upon impact, a lot of dust is produced. To 
maintain good visibility and a dust free operation all used 
soda, dust and contamination is removed fast and effec-
tively by Gritco’s specially designed extraction unit.

“Perfect visibility and a dust free operation make 
Gritco’s Soda Blasting Cabinets ideal for the economic, 
safe and effective, high spec cleaning, degreasing and 
de-painting of molds, engines, etc. without affecting 

the objects delicate surface.”

 GloveBox soda blasting cabinet

POWERFUL BENEFITS 
Good working view through 
full width window and effective 
dust extractor

Easy disposal of dust and used 
soda in collection hopper with 
large discharge valves and 
plastic bags

Automatic filter cartridge 
cleaning

 
QUALITY INCLUDES
Durable powder coated cabinet 
and extractor

Specially designed MicroStrip 
blast pot for efficient and cost-
effective soda blasting

BETTER BLASTING 
VALUE
Blasting/cleaning without 
affecting the surface

One-time-use of soda abrasive 
prevents re-contaminating
objects

Clear, prolonged visibility and 
dust free operation ensured by
pre-separator cyclone and 
automatic filter cleaning

 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY
No water- or chemical use

Used soda media is easily 
disposed

   FAST AND PROFESSIONAL SODA BLASTING
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Optimum extraction results with the high volume
ventilator

High efficiency cyclone minimizes the dust load
on the filter cartridge

The filter cartridge has a very large filter surface
and is cleaned automatically. Together with the 
cyclone, this ensures a long-lasting and perfect 
extraction capacity

Easy and safe disposal of dust and contamination by 
large discharge valves and plastic bags

Easy to use, unique MicroStrip blast pot. The regulator 
valve makes adjusting the right blasting pressure 
possible for getting the required blasting results 
(cleanness, speed). Enhanced, trouble free blasting 
is obtained by the inlet filter. This filter removes final 
moist and residues from the compressed air

Adequate soda media consumption through fixed 
caliber on metering valve

Good visibility because of dust avoiding ventilation air 
knife in front of the large window

Easy object loading provided by large side door

Safe and easy start/stop blasting with foot pedal

The standard turntable can be placed on an
optional trolley for easy loading of heavy objects
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GRITCO’S PROFESSIONAL 
HIGH END SODA BLASTING 
SOLUTION
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 GloveBox soda blasting cabinet

GRITCO ALSO DESIGNS AND BUILDS LARGER, TAILOR MADE SODA BLASTING CABINETS

GRITCO.COM


